BIZZARRINI - Born Again
Legendary Italian motorsport marque is revived for a new generation of collectors
9th November 2020 [LONDON] Pegasus Brands is proud to present the rebirth of one of the most storied and iconic
names in Italian automotive history, Bizzarrini. Bringing together the finest design, craftsmanship and engineering
excellence, the revival ensures this legendary name lives on to compete on the global stage. Bizzarrini’s return will give
a new generation of enthusiasts and collectors access to this iconic badge, helping it remain synonymous with the
performance and passion of one man, Giotto Bizzarrini.
Bizzarrini’s return is supported by a strong team of global automotive professionals. With operations in London,
Geneva, Kuwait, Abu Dhabi and Dubai, the Group oversees a global portfolio with a special focus on luxury design,
automotive and retail. Adept at building on heritage, stimulating creativity and promoting innovation and excellence,
they have proven to be an experienced brand steward.
THE FUTURE OF BIZZARRINI
The return of the Bizzarrini marque is rich with possibility. Giotto Bizzarrini’s ethos of engineering excellence is an
integral part of Italian motorsport history, but the physical legacy is scarce and fragmentary, save for a few extremely
well-known and incalculably valuable cars. Pegasus believes in honouring a brand’s heritage while also engaging with a
new generation of collectors and enthusiasts. Tradition and technology will come together to write exciting new
chapters in the ongoing Bizzarrini story.
THE PEOPLE BEHIND THE NEW BIZZARRINI BRAND
REZAM MOHAMMAD AL ROUMI
Rezam M Alroumi is the Group CEO of Alroumi Group Holdings, a multinational
conglomerate with an actively managed portfolio of global investment operations across
three continents, and the Chairman of The Pegasus Group. He is the eldest son of
Mohammed Y Alroumi, founder of Alroumi group and descendent of one of the region’s
wealthiest merchant families whose wealth originated from Pearl trading since the
18th century. Mr Alroumi started his career in investment and equities in the Kuwait Public
Institution for Social Security, where he developed a strong global management,
investment and real estate acumen which led him to establish Adeem Investments, one of the biggest investment and
Asset Management companies in the entire region with diversified activities covering the Middle East, Europe and
North Africa, and with total Assets exceeding USD 1 Billion.

In 2007, Mr Alroumi’s passion for luxury automotive led him to the UK, and international headlines were made when
he led a group of local and international investors to purchase the majority stake in Aston Martin Lagonda during what
was considered a critical period in the history of the prestigious British manufacturer. During a decade of business
turnaround, and with unflinching determination, Mr Alroumi saw the need to rebuild an entire new company in a way
that is inspired by the brand’s history, culture and values. Continuing to lead on the brand’s true heritage, Mr Alroumi
blazed the path for the iconic British manufacturer through a robust, strategic transformation that translated and
repositioned the brand back to its rightful historic stature.
In an era of relentless change, Mr Alroumi has the mindset and business leadership that is imperative for the 21st
century. His belief that beauty is worth creating, celebrating and preserving drives his unwavering passion to revive
and ensure that the heritage of iconic brands remains relevant in today’s world, and for future generations to come.
DR ULRICH BEZ, CHAIRMAN, BIZZARRINI
Chairman of Bizzarrini Dr Ulrich Bez is a distinguished veteran of the global car industry.
Renowned for his high-profile role as CEO of Aston Martin Lagonda Ltd, Bez was born in
Bad Cannstatt, Germany. He studied aircraft engineering at Stuttgart’s Technical
University, and earned his doctorate from Berlin’s Technical University. He joined Porsche
as an apprentice, ultimately becoming Head of Engineering. Amongst many other significant
cars, Bez oversaw the last air-cooled Porsche 911, the 993, securing the famous 911’s
ongoing legacy. Whilst at BMW, he led the Advanced Engineering Department before moving on to create and lead
the BMW Technik engineering division, masterminding 8 cylinder engines as well as the limited edition BMW Z1, the
initial car in the successful BMW Z series. He subsequently became Vice President of Engineering at Daewoo Motors
in Korea, launching four new cars in four years before joining Aston Martin Lagonda in 2000. Bez secured Aston
Martin’s independence from Ford Motor Company, transforming it into a major luxury player representing the Best
of British, and selling over 7,000 cars in 2007. Under his stewardship, enabled by the famous VH platform strategy,
Aston Martin introduced the Vanquish, Vantage V8 and V12, DB9, Rapide, DBS and One-77 models, among others. As
a passionate Nürburgring endurance racer with various class wins and podiums, Bez also brought the brand back into
international motorsport at the highest level.
CHRISTOPHER SHEPPARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
CEO of Pegasus, Christopher Sheppard brings a comprehensive knowledge of the luxury
automotive market, from marketing and branding programmes through to future product
strategy. Formerly, the CEO of Aston Martin Middle East North Africa, he has extensive
familiarity with the High Luxury Sector of the market. As a Director of Aston Martin
Works, Sheppard has overseen the triumphant return to low-volume, extremely high
specification manufacturing, and has delivered hugely complex logistical projects across continents and cultures. Under
his leadership and guidance, Pegasus acquired the Bizzarrini name with the ambition of reviving this acclaimed brand
for a new generation of discerning drivers and collectors.

JANETTE GREEN, CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER
Janette Green is Bizzarrini’s Chief Marketing Officer. A former Global Brand
Communications Director at Aston Martin Lagonda Ltd., Green is an accomplished brand
and communications specialist. Green subsequently became Chief of Staff at Aston Martin
Lagonda Limited, leading major strategic projects including the close association with EON
Productions and the James Bond series. She previously served as Head of PR at Rolls-Royce
and Bentley, then Head of Lifestyle Communications at Bentley following its acquisition by
the VW Group in 1998. Her major projects included the media strategy and launch of the first Bentley of the new era,
the Continental GT.

Green has unrivalled networks within the upper echelons of leading global luxury brands,

particularly automotive, film, watch and accessories. In addition, she has worked at executive board level for twelve
years, and three years at shareholder board level. She also holds several Non-Executive Board roles.
BIZZARRINI: THE MAN WHO MADE LEGENDS
Giotto Bizzarrini was born on the 6th June 1926 in Quercianella on the Etruscan Coast, just south of Livorno. As a
child, he often dreamed of designing cars, later describing himself as having an ‘idea every minute.’ In his early twenties
he worked as a mechanic, preparing Fiat engines for the Mille Miglia road race, which began on the roads of Central
Italy in 1927. By 1937, the course expanded to take in the west coast, running through Livorno and Pisa. He saw the
drama and intensity at first hand and believed racing was his destiny.
Bizzarrini went on to study mechanical engineering at the University of Pisa; during this time he built his very first car,
the 1952 Fiat 500 Macchinetta Berlinetta. The fastback coupé was built on a Fiat 500 Topolino chassis, with a new
cylinder head and twin carburettors boosted to provide 30hp – plenty of power for the small two-seater with its handmade aluminium body. The young student presented the car as his graduation thesis in 1953 and it was very well
received. On graduating, Bizzarrini’s first major job was at Alfa Romeo at their factory in Portello, Milan. He joined
the company in 1954 and stayed there for three years, time which is best described as an apprenticeship to engineering
excellence. Distinguishing himself as both a talented engineer and a supremely capable driver, Bizzarrini was able to
effortlessly translate his vision from blueprint to track.
In 1957, Bizzarrini got his big break, and drove the Macchinetta to a job interview with Enzo Ferrari and his ten-year
old company, then in the process of rapid expansion. On seeing the Macchinetta, the elder statesman of racing was
said to have been impressed by the young engineer’s courage. He won the role – that of a test driver with engineering
skills. From the outset Bizzarrini parlayed the skills he had learned at Alfa into Ferrari’s vastly more complex and
tailored operation. By the end of the decade, he had become Head of Experimental, Sport and GT Car Development,
overseeing the creation of the Testa Rossa and transforming the Ferrari 250 SWB into the legendary 250 GTO to
compete with Jaguar’s newly unveiled E-Type.
Throughout 1961, the Ferrari 250 GTO was developed rapidly and in secret, eventually proving itself in testing at
Monza that year. Yet his achievement at Ferrari was short-lived; as the 250 GTO found favour on the track, Giotto
Bizzarrini and his colleagues found themselves at Enzo’s mercy when they opposed the firing of Ferrari’s Sales Manager,
Gerolamo Gardini. In what became known as the 1961 ‘Palace Revolt,’ Ferrari fired his rebellious key engineers in
retaliation for their apparent disloyalty. This event led directly to the foundation of Bizzarrini’s own company, Societa
Autostar in Livorno. The engineering consultancy’s first commission was for a car to beat his own creation, the GTO.

Commissioned by Count Giovanni Volpi di Misurata for his Scuderia Serenissima, the 250 SWB-based ‘Breadvan’ was
aerodynamically shaped, aesthetically challenged and exceptionally competitive. Later that year, Lamborghini hired
Bizzarrini to design their first bespoke engine. The result was a quad-cam all-aluminium 3.5 litre V12 of extraordinary
power and longevity; it was at the heart of Lamborghini’s Miura and Countach and survived all the way through to the
Murciélago of 2011.
The 1960s were a fertile time for Bizzarrini. He was also working closely with Renzo Rivolta on his new line of luxury
performance cars, including the Iso Rivolta IR 300 and the Iso Grifo, both with bodywork by Giorgetto Giugiaro at
Bertone. The performance variant of the latter, the Iso Grifo A3C, formed the basis of Bizzarrini’s next legendary
creation, the 5300 GT. Styled by Giugiaro and refined by Piero Drogo of Carrozzeria Sports Cars (also responsible
for the ‘Breadvan’), the 5300 GT was the culmination of a decade’s hard-won experience with some of the biggest
names in Italian car design and engineering.
Bizzarrini’s obsession with performance kept his mind focused on the track, retaining the ultra-reliable, powerful and
affordable Corvette V8 engine deployed in the ISO road cars. In 1965, the Bizzarrini 5300 GT, chassis 0222, competed
in the Le Mans 24 Hours in the hands of French drivers Regis Fraissinet and Jean de Mortemart. Chassis 0222 ran the
race at an average speed of 169km/h, winning the over-5-litre class and finishing ninth overall. After this triumph,
Bizzarrini himself drove the race car back to Northern Italy from the Circuit de la Sarthe.
The following year, the purist Bizzarrini P538 was introduced, with a mid-engined layout and supremely minimal open
Giugiaro bodywork. Changing race regulations put paid to the P538’s aspirations at Le Mans and the tough Italian
industrial landscape made manufacturing increasingly difficult. Nevertheless, the company continued to innovate, albeit
with the personality and eccentricity resulting from what was effectively a one-man design and engineering operation.
The 1968 Bizzarrini Manta was allegedly built on the race car underpinnings of an early P538. With bodywork by
Giorgetto Giugiaro, then launching his new Italdesign studio, the Manta was a one-off concept that sat three abreast,
a passenger on each side of the driver. Its sharp edges and high-tech detailing were a foretaste of designs to come.
Whether Strada or Corsa, closed or open, front or mid-engined, every car touched by Giotto Bizzarrini displayed a
commitment to maximum performance and dynamics. His art was that of the engineer, the ability to shape and hone
mechanical components so that – in the right hands – they could create magic. As the man behind Ferrari’s most
legendary racing car, the engine that defined Lamborghini and some of the most exotic and muscular Italian sports and
racing cars ever seen, Giotto Bizzarrini’s legacy is unassailable. His cars continue to live on as the embodiment of
automotive passion. [ENDS]
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